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Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus�
Christ.�

My name is Peter Ramahadi, and I am a Parish�
Pastor in Kwathema Parish. I have been�
entrusted with the responsibility of serving in�
DAM as the Chairperson. I would like to thank�
everybody for the confidence shown in me. It�
also gives me an opportunity to be part of all�
the good work which is being done by DAM.�

May I therefore take this opportunity to�
express my sincere appreciation for such an�

opportunity and the fact that I am looking forward to contribute in�
whatever way towards the good work done by DAM. There are a lot of�
challenges as in every work and project, but with the team that we�
have one cannot but believe that there will always be a way. All of us�
have a role to play, especially at the rate in which the scourge of HIV�
and AIDS is ravaging our country. I have no doubt that the task ahead�
of us, no matter how seemingly difficult it may be, will be�
manageable, especially looking at the type of hard working team we�
are having.�

May I at this moment take this opportunity to wish all of you God’s�
blessing in the coming Easter services.�

Rev K.P. Ramahadi�

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�
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From the Editors Desk�
Dear reader�

We are glad that you take our new�
newsletter – the 1�st� edition for this year�
– to your hands and we hope that you�
like what you read, as through this letter�
we are connected – no matter the�
physical distance.�

In our church we started this year with�
the word of Jesus “What is impossible�
with human beings is possible with God”�
(from Luke 18:27) which is also very�
applicable and encouraging for our�
organization – as we are facing many�
challenges due to the growth of our�
ministries and the need for resources�
necessary for keeping up with this�
growth. Therefore we are especially�
grateful to our faithful partners for their�
support in our mission, as well as to all�
our staff and board members who make�
the various ministries of DAM possible.�

In the various inputs you will read about�
the various ministries we are involved.�
As our friends and supporters we owe it�
to you to keep you informed about the�
joys we experience in this ministry, the�
challenges we are facing, as well as the�
positive impact our ministries make not�
only on the lives of people who we touch�
but also to us who work in DAM.�

If you feel you’d like to send us a�
message on how these testimonies�
impact on you – that we may publish�
your article in our next issues�
– we invite you to do so. May�
you too be  encouraged to�
more whole-heartedly and�
compassionately look at,�
listen to, and love your own�
community and the people�
who live there with you in�
whatever need and with�
whatever resources in your�
environment.�

From the�Chairperson�

With the help of God – as everything “is possible for God” – may you�
find the joy to continue supporting us as well as to find your own�
vocation and niche for your personal ministry. Whether you are�
already involved in a particular ministry, or are still searching for ways�

how to contribute towards the improvement of your�
community and people’s lives, or if you are supporting�
us or any meaningful ministry to people in need – we all�
are called to and with the help of God can make a�
difference.�

May God speak to you while you read these news and�
bless you richly in your life and in your ministries.�

On behalf of the Editorial Team     Rev H.-Georg Dalka�
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Message from the�

Project Coordinator�THEME : BUSINESS AS USUAL�

Reflection on AMOS 5:21-24�

In this portion of scripture God is agitating the nation of the Israel. The Israelites were regarded as the people of�
God. They are pictured by the Bible as a nation chosen by God. These were people who were expected to please God�
all the time. Indeed most of them were good in keeping God ‘s commandments. They were also good in putting into�
practice rituals as an attempt of pleasing God. In the midst of everything which they were doing God saw something�
lacking - JUSTICE. In other words JUSTICE did not accompany what they were doing and that did not please God.�

Here we see God using very strong words towards them.�

 Ø� He despises their feasts�

 Ø� He takes no delight in their solemn assemblies.�

 Ø� He will not accept their burnt offerings.�

 Ø� He will not look at their peace offerings and fatted beasts.�

 Ø� He regards their songs as noise.�

 Ø� He will not listen to the melody of their harps�

What wrong did they do to deserve this agitation. They overlooked JUSTICE and RIGHTEOUSNESS. Their worship�
services were irrelevant to the situation prevailing at that particular time.�

APARTHEID ERA :� In South Africa during the time of apartheid many of our church services were also regarded as�
irrelevant. People were tortured, exiled and killed almost everyday and most of the churches kept quiet. It was�
business as usual. Some of us used to gather on Sundays to sing, preach, contribute and sacrifice all our time and go�
home. And we hardly uttered a word against apartheid. It was business as usual.�

HIV AND AIDS:� Today we are facing something more fatal than apartheid. Many young and old people are dying�
everyday because of  HIV and AIDS. Most of us Christians still do business as usual. We come to church to preach,�
sing and pray, and never mentioned anything about HIV and AIDS. We even go to an extent of stigmatizing and�
discriminating against people living with HIV and AIDS. We are again irrelevant to the prevailing situation. One�
cannot be completely wrong by saying that God is still saying to us today :�

Ø� I hate your feasts�

Ø� I am not happy with your assemblies�

Ø� I wont accept your offerings�

Ø� Your songs are a noise in my ears�

CONCLUSION� : One can ask a question, what then should we do as Christians in the face�
of HIV and AIDS ? There is a lot we can do as a church or Christians. Like as reflected in�
the above-stated scripture we should�let justice roll.� We should treat everybody as�
equal. We should accept people living with HIV as normal people created by the image�
of God. There is a saying which says�a friend with AIDS is still my friend.� We should�
help in establishing support groups were people living with HIV support each other. We�
should create a platform in our places of worship were issues about HIV and AIDS or�
sexuality are discussed. And we should support ministries like DAM.�

REV SS MUGIVHI�
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Home based Care�
Word of encouragement�

Are you tempted? – He will deliver you�

Are you weak? – He will strengthen you�

Are you   ignorant? – He will enlighten you�

Are you wounded? – He will heal you�

Are you thirsty? – He will quench your thirst�

He will take the load off your weary shoulders. He will give us rest. The burden�
of care and sorrow he will also bear. He invites us to cast all our cares upon�
Him. For He will carry us upon His heart.�

“Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart, and you shall find rest upon�
your souls”�

To all DAM’S caregivers LETS CAST ALL OUR CARE UPON HIM AND HE WILL GIVE US STRENGTH�

Rahab Ramodibe - Social Worker�

Upcoming Dates to remember:�

24 March 2009    – TB Day�

07 April 2009     – Health day�

25-31 May 2009  – Child protection week�

22 June 2009       – Drug awareness day�

As a home-based-care giver I face challenges like that there are still families who treat patients badly, especially�
those who are infected by HIV.�

Some of the patients are getting social disability grants, but only for 6 months up to 1 year. After the grant lapses�
these patients are getting emotionally stressed and are having anger. Those who are taking TB treatment are having�
good appetite, but some of the families are struggling financially with providing food. So patients are drinking�
medication on an empty stomach. As a care-giver I should come up with a solution to solve this problem.�

Most TB patients are complaining about their legs. Most of them are lazy to go to the clinic when referred to, but�
this is also because of financial problems.�

There are some families who still don’t know about HIV and AIDS, and I also counsel and educate them.�
Some problems are affecting  me as a care-giver. So I feel stressed about the patient.�

To be a care-giver is not an easy work.�

 Palesa Elizabeth Mogaki�

Experiences of a�
Home based Caregiver�
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Progress from Support Groups�
Thobela�

As the Support Groups’ Coordinator, I am proud to announce that there has been�
much progress and challenges in the present DAM Support Groups. Dam is�
currently having  three Support Groups: Two at DAM head office and one  at�
Orlando. The joint effort to draft  a guiding document to give us direction in terms�
of leadership and code of conduct (amongst other things) has finally been�
finalized. The Support Groups beneficiaries are the very community individuals�
from different walks of life. The groups, even though they are a Lutheran initiative�
(ELCSA CD) through DAM, are accepting and accommodating People Living with�
HIV and AIDS (PLWH/A) regardless of their religious affiliation. Let me share with�
you in the following some of our challenges, successes and recommendations.�

Challenges�
1. Most Lutherans do not register with the Support Group.�

2. No funds earmarked for Support groups.�

3. Even though DAM staff used to visit parishes, there is a slow response not only in establishing health�
committees in parishes, but also in supporting those who have already disclosed their status.�

4. The establishment of projects in parishes, e.g. gardening, carpentry and shoe making projects.�

 �Successes�
 1. DAM staff has up to this far succeeded in encouraging Lutheran congregations to establish health�

     committees. This will encourage especially young adults to join or form their own support groups.�

2. DAM's education and training is able to make outreach campaigns to educate people on HIV and AIDS.�

3. Dobsonville Congregation supported the Support Group by bringing food parcels.�

4. Projects sustaining themselves at DAM include gardening, sewing and bead work, and the choir.�

5. We are in the process of completing a Support Group documentary and guidelines.�

  �Recommendations�
 1. The congregations should establish health committees to encourage openness, disclosure and the�
formation of Support Groups.�

2. Because HIV pandemic is affecting all sectors of the society, pastors and deans should challenge people�
in the corporate world to lean a helping hand to those who have openly disclosed their status.�

3. Projects such as gardening should not be overlooked.�

 Above all, this year Support Groups managed to come with an annual plan to join�
hands with communities, institutions and individuals to engage in community centered�
issues. This will assist them on acquiring knowledge not only on HIV and AIDS related�
issues but to look at heath issues in a broad spectrum. Their annual plan includes�
visiting the old age home on World Health Day, planning for the Child Protection week,�
Drug Awareness with SANCA, Deaf Awareness, preparing for World AIDS Day, Cancer�
week , Prison and Hospital visitations. I hope and trust that the churches and�
individuals will in one way or the other, support our Support Groups.�

   Motswa gae ga a laele, ke tlogela sediba le meetse a botse a go hlweka.�

God bless you!     Jones Ngoetjana – Support Groups’ Coordinator�
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Diakonia Gospel Choir�
Music makes me feel good. Music heals me spiritually. I�
started singing at the age of 10. Our Gospel Choir has�
been performing at outreach campaigns of DAM. We also�
are in the process of recording our 2�nd� CD and are asking�
for sponsors to support our efforts. Whoever has�
instruments like drums, a keyboard, microphones and�
stands, PA system, bass and lead guitars for the choir,�
please contact  Tina Kheswa on 078 483 2108.�

We also welcome financial support. Our bank details are:�
Diakonia Savings Club, Account No. 207  271  216 at�
Standard Bank, Jabulani Mall branch.�

Tina Kheswa�

Live Life to the Fullest�
Being HIV positive is hard thing to think about: you think you are going to die.  But know that being positive is a good�
and easy way of life if you are positive.  Igama u Siboniso Nkosi.  I’m 37 years of age, I’m living with HIV and AIDS and�
I’m still educating myself about this virus.  What I’ve learned in life is that living life is not about achieving a lot in life,�
but it’s about living a longer and healthy life.�

Good people, you see, life is not very easy.  If only there where more Support Groups available for people there will�
be a better chance for people to make it.  People want to be supported and given the chance so that they can�
improve themselves in life.�

I attend a Support Group in Diakonia AIDS Ministry (DAM) where I was supported spiritually, physically and�
emotionally.  They gave me a chance in life without judging me, and to prove myself as a small business man who�
runs a small company called�Boozoom Production�.�

They gave me a platform to showcase my company�
that it can deliver a good and a positive work to�
them.  I’m so glad to have an opportunity to work�
with DAM on a campaign that they are doing to�
make a difference to people and the community as a�
whole.  I’ve learned so much on the “On the Road�
Campaign” that they are doing to educate and train�
people.�

The last thing I would like to say is that life is about�
you first.  Learn to be open to yourself, and to love�
yourself, everything will be a blessing to you.  Take�
care and protect yourself all the time.�

 Siboniso Nkosi�
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During the month of October 2008 Mr. Dianne�
Magagane offered me to assist DAM in the office. I am�
glad for the assistance of Mmapula who helped me to�
orientate myself to the work to be done in the office.�

In January I joined the On The Road Campaign team. I�
learned a lot and gained experience. I was mostly�
touched by a place called Smoke Down where I saw�
older people with no clothes, shoes and formal�
education. I also enjoyed doing door to door visits with�
the On The Road Campaign team.�

I also realized that people are still ignorant about HIV and AIDS. The gospel of ABC still needs to be�
preached. There is still a lot of stigma around HIV and AIDS especially in the  informal settlements. People�
are struggling to accept their HIV status. Some need to talk to someone professional who can keep their�
status confidential.�

Being involved with the On The Road Campaign team I learned that I should be thankful for everything I�
have and always appreciate life, be willing to give to those who are in need.�

So far I enjoyed working at DAM, as I had gained more knowledge and experience, and  I am thankful to�
DAM for giving me this opportunity.�

Agatha Simelane�

 My experience at DAM�

Hello everyone!�
 �
Probably some of you do not remember me. My name is Annelie Molapisi, I am 22 years old�
and  I was a volunteer at the Diakonia AIDS Ministry in 2006. I was staying then in Central�
Western Jabavu.  Now, I study Law at a German university and also work with the Berlin Mission�
and the Partnership committee of Neukoelln, who are partners and supporters of the Diakonia�
AIDS Ministry.   I am still very thankful that I got the chance to experience this beautiful country�
and its people and nevertheless for meeting my husband during that time.�
I finally managed to come back for a one Month vacation,  to visit my friends here in South Africa and to get�
married to the man I met back then. It is  amazing to see all the new projects and how the organization is�
developing.�
From the donors in Berlin.�I send their best wishes to all of you. They plan to come with a group of 12 pastors to�
Soweto in October 2009. �
I am going back home with a very good feeling. I really hope the work of DAM will continue as successful as it has�
ever been. Thank you for all the good times and keep up the good work.   Much love,  Annelie�

Greetings from our Berlin volunteer and partners�
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Dear friends of Diakonia AIDS Ministry.�

I write this letter with a greatest gratitude. I am 48 years of age and a single mother of 3 children and am proud of�
my country South Africa. I like to tell you about myself. I was a special thing that has ever happened to my parents. I�
was raised under apartheid regime which because of the situation was normal to me. I grew up to become a young�
woman and face the challenges. I started working when I was 19 with no qualifications or matric certificate.�

When I started working my biggest challenge began. Because of being a female you are faced with things that you�
never imagine could happen to you. I have been raped, abused by being a female. But because life is what it is and�
God has been the pillar of my strength I survived all those things till to date.�

When I got married in 1975 it was the happiest thing that has ever happened to me after all the trauma I have been�
through. In my marriage I have been blessed by God with three sons and a husband, a lovely home full of 4 males.�

I worked in different factories, and every time when I gave birth to my boys I would stay home for a while and go�
back to another factory throughout my motherhood. I had to travel by train to work as early as 4 am, and it was not�
safe for a woman in those early hours of the morning. Anything can happen to a female or male at that time.�

One day it was like any other day, but for me it was a nightmare. I woke up as usual and prepared myself, not�
knowing that the time ahead of me was going to be my tragic day. I went to the station. When I was waiting for the�
train people were not there as usual, but four strange men came into my direction and straight towards me. I could�
feel something was not right. They came and grabbed me. Everything was so fast. The first one grabbed my hands,�
another one my mouth, and the other my legs and raped me. I was unconscious and woke up in a hospital. The�
doctor told me that I had been brought by people from the station, and everything will be fine since I was cleaned.�

I went home and pretended that nothing has happened. I did not go to the police or tell my husband because I was�
ashamed, and in our cultural history women hid these things and didn’t talk about them.�

After a while when I thought that everything was over, my nightmare began. I started coughing for 6 weeks non-�
stop. When I went to the clinic I was told to test for HIV and TB. Because I was sick and weak I agreed, and seeing�
that I’m no longer working I lost my job because of my sickness. After 2 weeks I went back for my results and I was�
told that I am positive from HIV and TB.�

I was so frustrated about all this, I was even feeling guilty for not telling my husband. But when I told him, it was too�
late. He left me, because in those early years when you were diagnosed with HIV you were told that you were going�
to die and people will discriminate against you. My husband was ashamed of what people would say.�

But luckily I met a brave young woman who introduced me to a support group at Diakonia AIDS Ministry. I met a�
wonderful priest, Rev Senosi. He gave me counseling and support through all those tough times. I began to learn�
more and more about the disease through me and other support group members.�

We started by doing gardening and bead work, and later worked�
with sewing machines. I love what I do in the support group,�
because it has relieved me from my stress. I am also on ARV�
treatment and my life has improved, and the commission I get from�
sewing work helps me. I am so blessed to be alive to date and thank�
God for being there for me through all my experience.�

Your friend Mate Mapaseka Maboke�

My Live�
- the story of a member of the Sewing Project�
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Education and Training�
Greetings!!!!�

Education and Training 2008/2009 has had a great couple of months!�

To date we have reached over 5000 persons throughout the province on the�
theme of�“HIV/AIDS Have You Made a Difference?!”�  We have reached�
people through Church Workshops, On The Road Education Campaign, Film�
Screenings, Youth Drama Production, and Music Festival - all focused around�
journeying with people to make the decision to take personal responsibility in�
stopping the spread of HIV.  We have been challenged by confronting poverty,�
ignorance and stigma and blessed by people who are committed to work�
together young and old and all ages in between taking meaningful steps in�
stopping this virus.  Take hold of your life and�decide� to have a cause!  Decide�
to Make a Difference toward stopping HIV/AIDS!�

Christiana Metzger�

On The Road Campaign�
DAM On The Road Campaign 2009�

A Team consisting of nine people of DAM (males and females) visited during 4 weeks in February and March this�
year about 40 places throughout the Gauteng province, educating people on street corners about HIV and AIDS,�
prevention methods to curb the spread of HIV and AIDS and healthy living�

Challenges they met were that:�

- People are still not aware of correct condom use�

- People were negative/indifferent about condom�
use (no difference if they were HIV+ or not)�

- People have wrong perception on transmission�
of HIV (e.g. no sharing of sweets in plastics)�

- Some are still in denial about their HIV status�

- People had lost loves ones and are still angry�
(some blame themselves for everything that is�
wrong in their lives) – it made team members�
want to cry because it made them sad�

- At some places participation was poor and people were shy to speak to us�

- People were curious and asking more questions to gain more knowledge�
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Film Screenings in Congregations�

Successes:�

- People were very welcoming and�
participating (wished that the team�
had stayed longer – to discuss some�
unresolved issues further)�

- The message was well spread and�
the education was eye-opening�

- People were taught the proper use�
of condoms (male & female)�

- Eventually people were convinced about use of condoms and agreed to go for testing�

- People are living positive lives and are ready to continue fighting to stay that way�

- They are very supportive toward each others and had accepted their status�

- The team learned and grew by the day�

- Some of the people could be referred to the local clinics and support groups�

- We targeted the most vulnerable and they appreciated our presence very much�

- Some people were so emotional that they related their personal stories with passion�
and confidence�

Recommendations:�

- People suggested that we should target other places and spread the word further�

- People requested that we should come back another time to teach more�

- Some places lack facilities like toilets and clean running water�

- People asked if team could do the testing and help them with that�

We also recommended that they should support each other in terms of being sick and should�
not discriminate each other; we advised them on ABC method and to eat healthy and�
exercise regularly.       Nancy Modisane�

A team of DAM visited several congregations in different circuits of our diocese during Sunday Worship services and�
gave video presentation about HIV and AIDS. The testimonies of people living positively with the virus and the lively�
songs of the Diakonia Gospel Choir accompanying the messages were a great stimulant for congregants to engage in�
open discussions thereafter, helping each other to frankly discuss the issues. These help to break the silence, remove�
the stigma and help people to accept and to assist each other in a spirit of unconditional acceptance. We thank and�
salute all who made this possible! And we welcome invitations to congregations and leagues to educate likewise.�
Rev H-Georg Dalka�
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Africa Rise Youth Leadership Camp was held from 28th�
September to 3rd October 2008.  Each camper successfully�
completed and graduated from a 4 week Africa Rise�
Qualifying Session which was held from 20th August to 17th�
September 2008.�

Africa Rise Youth Leadership Camp: History/Purpose�

Diakonia AIDS Ministry (DAM) in collaboration with local�
youth from DAM’s Dioceses Orphan Function found it�

important to encourage young community leaders in developing their skills as leaders of the future of South Africa.�
In response to this need Africa Rise Youth Leadership Camp was conceived and developed as a tool to foster�
growth in South Africa’s youth.  This camp was implemented as a pilot study to local youth with the purpose of�
encouraging adolescence to become aware of their value and build leadership qualities through team work,�
reflection and discussion.  The theme of the camp was “�to create leadership in one’s own life, by leading others�
and in serving the community�.”�

Success�

1. Campers were able to work together better, as shown through increased teamwork and congruency in team�
tasks as the week progressed.�

2. Individuals were able to articulate, in front of the group, what it personally means to be a leader.�

3. Campers successfully made 1 year and 10 year goals, with clear measures on how they would reach their goal�
and evaluate their progress.�

4. Campers were given resources for career guidance.�

5. Many campers experienced a pig, chicken farm and the Cradle of Human kind for the first time.  They were able�
to see the richness of this country and to learn where everyday food comes from. As one camper said “So the eggs�
we eat really come from here?!!”�

6. Sharing faith and God’s love with one another.�

7. Lasting and valuable friendships established and long lasting memories of Africa Rise Leadership camp. As one�
camper stated “I never knew her, I came to know her through Africa Rise, and that’s when we became friends.”�

Challenges�

1. Scheduled presenters who were not able to attend session. Staff was very flexible and managed to fill in gaps in�
the schedule with creative leadership activities.�

2. Very busy days.  Campers were often up at 4:30am exercising and�
did not go to bed till after 11pm.  Days were long, but very rewarding.�

Overall the camp was a very rewarding experience for the staff and�
campers alike.  Campers proved to be mature and very interested in�
being authors not by-standers of their own destinies.  They all shared�
an interest in God’s message and had vision in creating a better South�
Africa and world through their own efforts and leadership.  Africa�
Rise Youth have certainly demonstrated that they are leaders!�

Christiana Metzger�

Africa Rise Youth Leadership�
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Voluntary Community Service�
The community service we have offered to the old age home was an experience for us, as it was the 1�st� time some�
people did it. We had fun, problems and difficulties as we helped there. We did the garden, washed dishes and many�
things like laundry. But that was a good and impressive experience, though some liked it and some didn’t but ended�
up enjoying it. We hope we can work together like that as Africa Rise Youth Leadership group. We are also short of�
some finance, but through our fundraising we can make a difference as an organization. (Katleho Mankoe)�

My experience of an old age home was unbelievable because I did not know that even old people have their own�
challenges they are dealing with. I was in scene whereby I was helping the granny and she said to me “You know, I�
wish you were my grandchild. Because my kids and my grandchildren took me out of my house and throw me in the�
place where I can’t feel it�
is my house. I raised�
them, but the thank I get�
is not a good one and�
sometimes I am ashamed�
to say I have kids.” And�
this made me think about�
my future and about�
what will happen when I�
am old.�

After my duties at the old�
age home I went home�
and I was discouraged�
and withdrawn, and I�
made the decision that I�
am going to make my�
granny happy until she�
rests and care for all the�
people I love. (Sizakele�
Mdlalose)�

My experience at Africa Rise has been really exciting. I’ve learned more about myself and what I want to be. Africa�
Rise has taught me to be a confident human being. Our community service work at the old age home it was a�
marvellous experience, because it reminded me of how my parents and family are important to me and that I should�
be able to love and care for them. And another thing would be that I should respect everyone around me. (Bontle�
Keogotsitse)�

My experience in an old age home was really fun because I learned new things that I didn’t know about that place�
and those things, that there are people who live there and they are our parents and grandparents. And those people�
get help from our own brother and sister and I learned that if you help someone you will also get help, and group�
work is much better than working alone. We also worked with the helpers from the old age home, and they were so�
nice. I helped to wash clothes, do the garden, and met new people. My experience has been very helpful and fun.�
(Itumeleng Makgatho)�
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Orphan Care & Support�
Orphan Care and Support is an initiative by DAM to provide support to children�
who have lost either one parent and the whereabouts of the other parent is�
unknown, or children who have lost both parents. DAM is providing an assistance�
which includes both material and psycho-social support to foster holistic growth�
of the individual as it is vital to ensure proper physical and emotional growth.�
Orphan Care & Support Programme is growing in leaps and bounds. Initially this�
initiative focused on material support for the children, educational tours and�
Fellowship functions in all circuits and at the Diocesan Centre.�

DAM began a widespread implementation of mentioned activities and others. Activities that will be implemented�
include:�

1. Circuit Fellowship Functions�

2. Educational Tours�

3. Food Parcel Distribution�

4. Skills Development�

The activities of this programme intend to positively contribute to�
the lives of children so that they could live as normal as possible.�

Impact of the programme�

1.� life skills�

v� acquired new information concerning HIV/AIDS and STIs�

v� discussed pertinent issues of young people, for instance peer pressure and sexuality�

v� Stimulated creative thinking and expression of inner feelings of self�

v� Built collage and enlighten�

v� Confidence�

v� Cooperation�

v� Discipline�

v� Expression�

2.� Fun and games�

v� Team work building�

v� Cooperation amongst children�

v� Instilled discipline�

v� Improved concentration�

3.� Dialogue with guardians�

v� Dialogue amongst guardians was created in order to share challenges that they faced on daily basis�

v� Advices and suggestions were given in order to resolve any need�

Rabab Ramodibe - Social Worker�
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Ezweni La Baphilayo Community Project is a Project in Kwathema�
Parish which assists children in schools who are disadvantaged,�
particularly those who go to school without food and have nothing�
to eat during break.�

The project is a Drop-In Centre where children drop by from school�
for meals. There are volunteers who also help these children with�
their laundries where they wash and iron their school uniform. They�
also help them with their school work. The children who benefit�
from the project are mostly from shacks.�

The project is getting support from LUCSA and DAM. We also intend�
expanding the project to other areas so that we can try to reach as many�
areas as we can. Presently it is based in Kwathema and it is in partnership with�
other local projects.�

Rev K Peter Ramahadi - Project Manager�

Ezweni La Baphilayo�
Community Project�

Ncedanani Thusanani�
Project - Diepsloot�

Diepsloot is the name for the huge settlement between the rich northern�
suburbs of Johannesburg and Pretoria, the capital of South Africa.�

Our church has a congregation in Unit 2, served by Rev Munzhelele from�
Kagiso, which is growing to such an extend that it is in need of bigger facilities.�

The Western Circuit adopted this congregation as Mission Project - and the�
plan is to establish a Church with Community Centre in the middle of�
Diepsloot that can serve the community at large, accommodating several�
social ministries, among them providing space for a support group for people�

living with HIV and AIDS.�

In the meantime congregational activities and social ministries�
continue, e.g. A Support Group in Extension 12 which is called�
“Ncedanani Thusanani Project” and which meets on weekly basis;�
Rev Munzhelele assisted them to register as NPO, and Rev Dalka and�
members of Diepsloot congregation are regular supporters .�

Part of the plan of this project is that members are strengthened by�
income-generating projects, e.g. Sewing or gardening, and people be�
trained to become home-based caregivers in their community.�

Rev H-Georg Dalka�
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On 18�th� October 2008 DAM had its Annual General Meeting, and new members were elected for the�

Executive committee�

1. Rev P Ramahadi  Chairperson�

2. Mr D Magagane  Deputy Chairperson�

3. Ms C Somo  Secretary�

4. Mr W Tshoke  Vice Secretary�

5. Mrs K Tshukudu  Treasurer�

6. Rev ZS Senosi  member�

7. Bishop NP Phaswana ex officio member�

8. Rev SS Mugivhi  Coordinator�

9. Mrs S Mogatusi  Community Representative�

10. Rev R Munzhelele Western Circuit�

11. Rev T Chao  Soweto Circuit�

and all but the last 2 (no.10+11) are also constituting the�Board of DAM�.�

We wish all these members who volunteer to monitor the affairs of DAM responsively and see to it that�
DAM’s aims and objectives are met that they stay motivated by loving hearts for God’s mission with wisdom�
and stamina for their work, and may they experience God’s rich blessings in their personal lives too.�

New members on the�
Executive Committee and Board�

Word of Encouragement�
from our Bishop and patron of DAM�

Parishioners and members of the community should not get fatigue�
by the message on billboards concerning the combat of the spread of�
HIV and AIDS. We should all join hands in leading a positive life –�
irrespective of our HIV status.�

Above all let’s love unconditionally as we are loved by God�
unconditionally.�

The Right Rev Bishop Dr ND Phaswana of ELCSA Central Diocese�
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A balanced diet keeps you healthy. Good nutrition has many benefits.�

It  gives you fuel to perform your daily activities and boosts your immune system.�

Proteins, fats and carbohydrates in food all contribute to the total energy pool of the body. But for the body to be�
able to use and conserve this energy, it also needs certain vitamins and minerals, which can be obtained from foods�
and, to a lesser extent, supplements.�

Vitamins and minerals are necessary to make this energy available, otherwise the lack of it can lead to serious health�
problems, not to speak of starvation.�

By ensuring proper energy, vitamin and mineral intake by means of the foods you eat, you'll provide your body with�
the necessary fuel needed to do all the tasks required to maintain life.�

Healthy Living�

Take courage and learn from the example of our old�
friend, Mr Mothiba (picture on the left), who was born in�
1906 and has completed already 102 years of his life. He�
still comes every day - in sun and rain - to our garden at�
DAM in Soweto to plow and to plant and to look after his�
crops. He works and harvests with the energy he receives�
from God, trusts in God and lives with joy, maintains his�
good humor and positive spirit, and is still very healthy!�

May God grant him - and us all - long and healthy lives,�
and maintain his and our bodies, souls and peace of mind!�

Rev H-GeorgDalka�
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The Way Forward�
Evaluation and Planning Meeting�
of Executive and Staff of DAM�

On the 28th of February 2009 the Executive Committee of DAM had invited all�
staff members to make presentations of their various programmes.�

Each department described its project, background, beneficiaries, and the�
selection process of the beneficiaries. It was assessed where each particular�
project is based in the Diocese and how the Circuits and Parishes support the�
projects. Attention was also given to the aspects on how the projects are�
financed, what the costs are and were the money is coming from, and how�
sustainable they are. An important question was also how the community has�
contributed to the projects, and what would the effect on the beneficiaries be�
should the project seize to exist. All presentations were quite insightful for the�
new members on the Executive Committee and board - as some of them hear for the 1st time such in-depth report�
about DAM’s various programmes, in order to monitor and assist the staff to achieve the objectives.�

For further evaluation members were given a homework to reflection on the following questions: (1.) Is the project�
in line with the vision, mission and goals of DAM?, (2.) Does the project have an impact on the community? (3.) Are�
the costs of the project justifiable? (4.) How does the project contribute towards DAM’s sustainability? (5.) How can�
communities be involved? (6.) Are the Marketing Strategies up to standard? (7.) How and by whom are the projects�
of DAM monitored, evaluated, and where does DAM report to? (8.) Are we making use of networking and partnering�
opportunities (e.g. through Asset-Based-Community-Development approach)?�

NB: Be welcome to participate in the evaluation of the above questions. If you have any questions, please feel free�
to contact us. You find our contact details are on the last page.     Rev H-Georg Dalka�

Training Course for�
Home-based Caregiver�

Here is a testimonial by a course trainee who presently attends the training course provided by the Department of�
Health in the container of DAM on our premises in Soweto. May it encourage you - as well as the example of the�
other 25 course participants who give 69 days (i.e. 3 months) of their lives to be professionally trained for this�

important ministry - to search yourself about what YOU can do to�
make a positive impact and difference in somebody’s life who is�
living with HIV of AIDS:�

My name is Moses Mofokeng. I am presently on a course to�
study for Home-Based Care. I live in the community that has�
very sick people. So I thought it will be good to make a�
difference in my community – although I won’t be able to help�
everyone. But a small difference can make a wonderful�
community. I hope some of my community members can see�
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Creator of the universe,�

We ask for your special blessing on all infected and affected by HIV�
and AIDS.�

Help us to accept and face with courage this challenge of our time�
and to fight the fear, shame, ignorance, stigma and discrimination�
associated with this disease.�

Fill the hearts of all with compassion and unselfish concern to accept�
and support, to treat with kindness and to love those who are�
courageously living with HIV and AIDS.�

Provide strength to those caring foer the sick and lonely.�

Enlighten those doing research and seeking ways to cure and prevent�
the disease.�

Calm the fears of those who are suffering and in pain. Fill them with�
courage and renewed hope.�

Comfort those who are dying, and console those who have been�
bereaved.�

Protect the healthy, and help us all to work together to build a�
healthy, loving and supportive nation.�

Amen�

- PEACE -�

- KAGISO -�

- UKUTHULA -�



Contact Details:�
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Southern Africa�

Diakonia Aids Ministry�
Telephone : (011) 932 3966�
Fax2Email : (086) 545 9105�

Editorial Team:� Rev H-Georg Dalka�
Rev S Selby Mugivhi (Coordinator)�
Rev K Peter Ramahadi (Chairman)�
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Physical Address:�
  Diakonia AIDS Ministry�
  833 Diokane Drive�
  Central Western Jabavu /�
  Soweto,�
  South Africa�

Postal Address:�

P.O. Box 5360�

Horizon�

1730�

South Africa�

If you like to make contributions of any kind�
to our organization, you are heartily welcome!�

Please feel free to send your comments and articles to our newsletter.�
We are thankful for every response.�


